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Process professionals are the unsung heroes of today’s 

digital business. They work tirelessly to propel your 

organization forward through process optimization and 

digital transformation.

But even the mightiest hero needs the right sidekick - and 

that’s where Navvia comes in.

Welcome

Navvia is the easiest
way to design, document,

and share processes.

The perfect sidekick for any process management hero
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The Navvia Business Case

We initially built Navvia to be a productivity tool for our 

process consultants. The goal was to improve the quality 

of client deliverables while simultaneously saving time and 

money on our consulting engagements.

We are no longer consultants. Today we are focused on 

creating software that provides our customers with the very 

same benefits we brought to our process consulting teams.

What hero archetype are you?

Navvia provides significant time and cost-saving benefits 

to Business Process Analysts, ITSM professionals running 

a Service Management Office (SMO), and Process 

Consulting Firms.

One Ivy League university
leveraged Navvia to cut
implementation time

of a new process by 50%
over previous projects.

The perfect sidekick for any process management hero
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Benefits include:

Cut process documentation and maintenance time by up to 50%, 

freeing up significant business analyst time

Harvest existing process documentation with Navvia’s Visio® import

Save on license fees with unlimited process viewers. Our competition 

charges for viewers, so the more you have, the more you save

Leverage process approval workflow for documentation sign-off

Improve preparedness for audits. Eliminate time-consuming fire drills 

saving you time and money.

No requirements for on-site servers or infrastructure

FREE and unlimited product training

Support and maintenance included in the subscription fee

Navvia clients get access to a
comprehensive library of ITIL, COBIT,

and ISO 20000 templates at no
additional charge – others charge
over $10,000 for similar content.

Business Process Analyst

With Navvia, your team can design, document, share, and 

maintain process documentation easier and faster than 

ever before. Navvia also allows you to capture technical 

requirements essential for process automation, helping 

you stay on time and budget.

The perfect sidekick for any process management hero
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Benefits include:

Save significant time by leveraging an extensive library of ITSM® 

templates including ITIL®, COBIT®, ServiceNow® and more

Speed up ITSM tool implementation / eliminate rework by capturing 

detailed implementation requirements while designing your process

Access FREE and unlimited ITIL4® training for EVERY employee 

saving hundreds of dollars per student enrolled

Conduct an ITSM assessment using built-in survey templates

Implement an ITSM governance program ensuring the processes you

implement to continue to provide value

ITSM Professional and the SMO

ITSM professionals see all the benefits of a Business 

Process Analyst along with these additional benefits.

The perfect sidekick for any process management hero
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Benefits include:

Create a branded instance placing your brand front and center

Maintain a central repository of intellectual property and leverage it

across multiple engagements

Create branded client workspaces for enhanced collaboration

Improve consultant productivity | improve competitiveness by

accelerating engagementsNavvia clients see up to $60,000
of tangible savings per year
through free ITSM training

and productivity gains.

Process Consulting Firms

Consulting companies also get additional benefits.

The perfect sidekick for any process management hero


